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We consider formal theories ynonymous with various free categories (logoi and topoi). 
Their Lindenbaum algebras may be described as the lattices of subobjeets of a terminator. 
These theories have intuitionistic logic. We show that the Lindenbaum algebras of second 
order and higher order arithmetic (topoi), and set theory are not isomorphic to the 
Lindenbaum algebras of first order theories uch as arithmetic (logoi). We also show that there 
are only five kernels of representations of the free Heyting algebra on one generator in these 
Lindenbaum algebras. 
Introduction 
The Lindenbaum algebra of a formal axiomatic theory in classical logic is the 
Boolean algebra of equivalence classes of assertions in terms of the theory, 
allowing for the identification by mutual deducibility. This algebraic asting is not 
very helpful in the case of countable languages: for example, propositional 
calculus and ZF set theory have isomorphic Lindenbaum algebras. The theories 
that most naturally arise as free categories, however, have intttitionistic logic 
[1, 12, 13]. Their Lindenbaum algebras may be alternatively described as the 
truth-value lattices of the related free category. In most of the interesting cases, 
these lattices are Heyting algebras, that is, distributive lattices with 0 such that for 
each x ,y  there is a maximal z (written x--->y) for which z ^x<~y. [17] is the 
standard reference on Lindenbaum algebras. One may refer to [8, 9, 17] for facts 
about Heyting algebras in general. Complete Heyting algebras (locales) are at the 
core of investigations in [2, 9, 11]. 
In Section 1, we show that Lindenbaum algebras of intuitionistic theories with 
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Comprehension are not isomorphic to Lindenbaum algebras of intuitionistic 
theories without Comprehension. Second-order logic and arithmetic, higher-order 
logic and arithmetic (the free topos, possibly with the natural number object), 
and set theory are among the former. The latter include propositional calculus 
(the free Heyting algebra on countably many generators) and first-order logic and 
arithmetic (the free logos on countably many generators, or with the natural 
number object, respectively). It is worth noticing that the free Heyting algebras 
(also, logoi) on finitely many generators are different altogether. 
In the case of first-order arithmetic, the result is obtained by an application of 
Gtidel's self-reference method due to the second author. Similar methods were 
used in [4, Section 3] to establish proof-theoretic results which, by [4, Section 5] 
or [6], yield an embedding of the free Heyting algebra on countably many 
generators into the Heyting algebra of truth-values of the free logos (also, topos) 
with the natural number object. In [5], these methods were used to obtain 
proof-theoretic results which imply that in any slice of the free logos with the 
natural number object, a terminator is projective iff it is indecomposable. Some 
aspects of self-reference in intuitionistic arithmetic are also discussed in [20]. 
Section 2 concerns the representations of the free Heyting algebra on one 
generator in Lindenbaum algebras. We show that for the theories of arithmetic 
mentioned above there are exactly five possible kernels. The third author has 
recently obtained this result by extending the methods of [4, 10], but the result 
had been known since 1980 to the first author in the form of a strong 
connectedness property established by a modification of his covering method [19]. 
Intuitionistic Z[: cannot be included in that setting at present; thus we also 
describe the other method, as applied to set theory. 
1. Distinguishing among Lindenbaum algebras 
Theorem 1.1. The Lindenbaum algebra of intuitionistic first-order arithmetic is not 
isomorphic to the Lindenbaum algebra of intuitionistic second-order a ithmetic. 
Proof. In the presence of Comprehension [4, 6], Excluded Middle can be stated 
as Vn VX (n e X v -a(n e X)). Therefore, there exists a consistent sentence which 
implies all instances of B v 7B without parameters. We claim that there is no 
such (first-order) arithmetic sentence. Indeed, suppose 9 is consistent with HA 
[4, 6, 10] and that HA + 9 proves B v-~B for each arithmetic sentence B. Let 
F(B) be the (recursively given G/Sdelnumber of the) least deduction of B v ~B in 
HA + 9. Let HAg be the subtheory of HA given by the first k axioms. We may 
assume that F(B) is large enough so that the conditions of the Second 
Incompleteness Theorem are met for HAF(s). Let T~ consist of all true 
subformulae of 9 without parameters (including, as usual, the substitution 
instances). By G~Sdelnumbering, choose B to be provably equivalent o the 
arithmetic sentence "HAs(r)+ T~ is consistent". In the metatheory HA + 9, the 
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theory HAF~m + T, is self-slashing in the sense of Kleene [4, 10] (here again we 
assume F(B) is large enough). Moreover, it includes ~ as an axiom and hence it 
must prove B v ~B. By the Kleene slash, it must either prove or refute B, that is, 
it must either prove or refute its own consistency. The first case is impossible by 
the Second Incompleteness Theorem and the second case is impossible because 
the theory is true. Our metatheory is inconsistent, contrary to the 
assumption. [] 
It is curious that: 
Proposition 1.2. There are second-order sentences weaker than full Excluded 
Middle, which intuitionistically imply all of its instances without parameters. 
Proof. One can require the existence of an inflationary automorphism on 
truth-values all of whose fixed points are decidable. This can be stated already in 
the second-order language via the existence of two sets of natural numbers X, Y, 
the membership in which describes all truth-values. Require X c Y, (n e X---> 
m~X)- ->(neY- ->meY) ,  and (neX*->neY)-->(nc.Xv~(ne.X)) ,  for all 
n, m. Consider, however, the locale of ideals in the poset of integers. In its topos 
of sheaves (Heyting-valued model) [1, 2] let X be represented by any enumera- 
tion of the locale and let Y(n) be X(n) + 1 if X(n) is finite, X(n) otherwise. [] 
Our consideration of the property given in the proof of Theorem 1.1 was 
motivated by the first author's technique of assigning ordinals to locales (of. also [21]). 
One defines the successor function on a locale by considering the infunum of all 
objects 'high above' a given object hat is, one lets s(b) =/~ {a I a---> b = b, a t> b }. 
One easily shows that s(b)= A {((a--->b)--->b)--->a la>~b} and that s is monotone. 
The ordinal of a locale is obtained by iterating s, starting with the minimal object 
0 and taking suprema t limit stages. For the truth-value locale K2 in a topos (the 
power set of a singleton in intuitionistic type theory), this successor function is the 
characteristic map of the subobject H c f2, discussed in [3]. In a localic topos 
[1, 2] (a Heyting-valued model) such internally defined successor map on the 
truth values coincides with externally defined successor map on the locale. The 
ordinal of a Boolean locale is 1. The ordinal of the locale obtained by adding the 
bottom to - to  is 0. Furthermore, if the underlying poset of the locale is an 
ordinal, it is the ordinal of the locale (4-1). 
Lindenbaum algebras are almost never complete. One could pass to the 
completion (the locale of sup-closed ideals; of. e.g., [6] for details) and ask for its 
ordinal. The proof of Theorem 1.1 shows that the ordinal is 0 if one considers the 
Lindenbaum algebra of HA. What is the ordinal of second-order arithmetic? 
Third-order arithmetic?... Type theory? Set theory? 
Clearly, in any intuitionistic theory with Comprehension mentioned in the 
introduction Excluded Middle can be stated as a single sentence, so its 
Lindenbaum algebra cannot be isomorphic to the Lindenbaum algebras of 
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intuitionistic theories which share the property of HA specified in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. These readily include propositional calculus and predicate calculus 
as a consequence of the interpolation theorem. (Its categorical ramifications are 
given in [15, 16] in terms of Heyting algebras and 'Heyting pretopoi'. The latter 
may be identified with logoi without oo much harm.) Notice, however, that in a 
finite language all (parameterless) instances of Excluded Middle are the conse- 
quences of a single consistent sentence (for predicate calculus, require that all 
basic relations hold everywhere, and that function symbols describe projections). 
In these cases the Lindenbaum algebras have atoms, which distinguishes them 
from the Lindenbaum algebras of second-order arithmetic, type theory, and set 
theory. Which Lindenbaum algebras of predicate calculi n finite languages can be 
isomorphic to the Lindenbaum algebras of second order logic in finite languages? 
In categorical terms, the preceding may be summarized as: 
Theorem 1.3. The following classes of free categories can be mutually distingu- 
ished in terms of Heyting algebras of truth-values: 
(1) The free Heyting algebra on countably many generators, the free logos on 
countably many generators (also, with the natural number object). 
(2) The free topos with the natural number object. 
(3) The free Heyting algebras (also, logoi) on finitely many generators. 
2. The truth-value representations of the free Heyting algebra on one 
generator 
Theorem 2.1. The principal filters given by p, ~p, --~p, --rap--->p, and 1 are the 
only kernels of representations of the free Heyting algebra on p in the truth-values 
of the free topos with the natural number object. 
In the logos case, this follows from the results of [10]. We give a uniform 
argument. The free Heyting algebra on one generator is drawn, for example, in 
[9: I, 4.11]. Covers of slices are studied in [12]. 
Proof. p may be represented by a terminator. It may be represented by a 
coterminator. It may also be represented by, a truth-value B v -nB, where B is a 
G6delsentence 3n A (with A recursive). Finally, it may be represented by -nB, or 
it may be represented by B. In any case, the kernel must be a prime filter because 
the topos has an indecomposable t rminator (the disjunction property). Every 
filter in this Heyting algebra is principal (but not necessarily prime). Besides the 
five already mentioned, we must consider only the objects of the form 
(P--* Q)---~ (R v S). (The poset of prime filters is drawn in [10].) Suppose such an 
object is represented by a terminator. If the covering method (as described, for 
example, in [19]) applies to the slice of the topos by the representation of
(P-~Q), then at least one of the lower objects (P--> Q)--* R, (P-*Q)---*S is 
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represented by a terminator. The covering method can fail for this slice only if the 
corresponding functor on the slice fails to preserve the validity of (P---> Q). In this 
case the representation of P in the free topos must be a terminator in the slice, 
that is, the object (P---> Q)--->P is represented by a terminator in the free topos. 
It is below the node being considered. [] 
Theorem 2.2. The principal filters given by p, ~p, , ,p, -~p--~p, and 1 are the 
only kernels of representations of the free Heyting algebra on p in the Lindenbaum 
algebra of intuitionistic ZF with Collection. 
7: 
Proof. This is now immediate for the theory with Replacement, for in the last 
part of the argument given above, one can use the extension of the Kleene slash 
to set theory (due to the second author and Myhill [14]) instead of the 
topos-theoretic covering method. We are concerned with the stronger theory with 
Collection (ZFIc of [7]) for which the model given in [14] must be considerably 
enriched. We consider the auxiliary theory T' obtained as the union of a 
transfinite sequence of theories T,  through all ordinals tr. Let To be ZFIc together 
with a sentence of the form P-- ,  Q (for the purposes of the argument as given in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1). The language of T~+I is the language of T,  extended 
by comprehension constants ca, where the sentence :~yVx (x e y~-~A(x)) is 
provable in T,. Extend the axioms and the rules of T~ to this new language and 
add Vx (x e CA oA(x) )  as a new axiom. For a limit ordinal 4, the language of "Ix 
is the union of previously defined languages together with some new constants 
bw, v,v,a specified below. Extend the axioms and the rules, and add new axioms as 
follows: 
Let A(x, y) be a formula with exactly x, y free, w a term, and U, V sets of 
terms in I,_J~<x "1"~ such that: 
(a) Vx e w 3y A(x, y) is provable in [,_J,<x T~. 
(b) For each u e U, u e w is provable in I,_J~<x T~. 
(c) For each u e U, there is v e V such that A(u, v) is provable in I,_)~<x T~. 
Then let bw, v,v,a be a new constant of "l'x (if it has not been introduced yet), and 
add the following axioms: 
(d) Vx ~ w 3y ~ bw, u,v,a A(x, y), 
(e) v ~ bw, v,v,a, for each v e V. 
As in [18], one shows by transfinite induction on a that each theory T, is 
conservative over To. Furthermore, the model given in [14] is a model of ZFIc if 
enriched with set-names (t, X), for terms t defined above. If it fails to be a model 
of To, that is, if not I(P---> Q), then P is provable in "1" and hence in To. [] 
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